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Coordinated intersection management (CIM) has gained more attention with the advance of connected and autonomous vehicle
technology. +e optimization of passing schedules and conflict separation between conflicting vehicles are usually conducted
based on the predefined travelling paths through the intersection area in the CIM. In real-world implementation, however, the
diversity of turn paths exists due to multiple factors such as various vehicle sizes and automation control algorithms. +e aim of
this paper is to investigate how the variation in left-turn paths affects the feasibility and viability of optimal passing schedules, as
well as the safety and efficiency of intersection operation. To do this, we start with identifying six typical left-turn paths to represent
the variation. A scenario-based simulation is first conducted by using each of the paths as the nominal path.+e optimal schedules
and the corresponding alternative schedules are generated to calculate indicators for nominal performance, average performance,
and robustness. +e best path is selected in terms of schedule optimality and robustness. With schedules obtained by solving CIM
models using the selected path, the left-turning CAVs are assumed to travel along one of the six paths randomly to simulate the
path divergence. A surrogate safety measure, PET, is utilized to assess the safety of the intersection under CIM. +e theoretical
PET with the nominal path and the actual PETwith the random path are calculated for each conflict event. Comparisons of two
PET sets show the increase in conflict risk and vehicle delay. +e conclusion can be drawn that the variation in left-turn paths
causes the decline in safety level and travelling efficiency and should be considered in the CIM model to ensure safe and efficient
implementation in the intersection.

1. Introduction

Connected and autonomous vehicles, which react faster than
human drivers and have communication functions, provide
a promising approach to improve traffic operations while
maintaining the maximum safety level for urban traffic
network. With the implementation of techniques including
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)/vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)
communication and vehicle automation, coordinated in-
tersection management (CIM) or autonomous intersection
management (AIM) is proposed as a new intersection
management method for signal-free intersections under
100% connected and autonomous vehicle (CAV) environ-
ment [1], which indicates that vehicles communicate with
intersections and/or other vehicles to cooperate to pass an

intersection without collisions. CIM is commonly imple-
mented in two approaches, including the centralized and
decentralized way. In the centralized way, CIM achieves the
intersection level objectives, such as ensuring collision
avoidance, minimizing total delay, reducing air pollution by
assigning the vehicles’ entering sequences and reaching
times at the intersection [2–10]. More specifically, an in-
tersection manager (IM) is deployed to communicate with
CAVs via infrastructure-to-vehicle (V2I) communication
and coordinate their passing schedules through the inter-
section. Here, passing schedules include arrival times at the
intersection and the travelling speed through the intersec-
tion of all approaching vehicles. In the decentralized way,
CAVs usually have their own distributed controller for
trajectory optimization and executing vehicle control. +ey
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communicate with ambient traffic or vehicles with con-
flicting movements to achieve consensus on collision-free
trajectories [11–13]. +e decentralized approach is also
commonly applied in other scenarios such as cooperative
metering [14, 15] and lane changing [16, 17]. Obviously, the
communication burden is lower than the centralized way,
but the coordination might not be optimal in terms of in-
tersection operation due to the deficiency of the global scope
of all approaching vehicles. +erefore, in the study, we
concentrate on the centralized approach of CIM.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the communication and co-
ordination area of an intersection virtually consists of two
functional zones: multiple buffer zones (BZs) where vehicles
adjust their speeds to pass the intersection as scheduled by
the IM and a conflict zone (CZ) where all conflict points
exist. +e CIM aims to resolve conflicts of different vehicle
movements within the CZ by the effective allocation of the
right of way to approaching vehicles and to achieve the
operation objectives, for example, increasing throughput
and reducing energy consumption simultaneously. Specifi-
cally, the IM arranges the passing sequences of conflicting
vehicles, such as vehicles travelling straight with those
making the left turn from the opposite direction, through
their potential conflicting areas at the CZ. Here, passing
sequences do not refer to the order by which conflicting
vehicles enter the intersection, but the order by which ve-
hicles arriving and travelling through the conflicting area
overlapped by two paths. On-Board Units (OBUs) of CAVs
receive the assigned arrival times at the CZs and desired
travel speeds through the intersections and manipulate the
vehicles to realize the IM’s schedule.

Lane-based trajectories are usually applied in
approaching lane setting, signal timing planning, and traffic
conflict analysis at intersections [18–20]. Vehicle movement
paths and conflict points within the CZ are also predefined
in the formulation of the CIM problem according to the
lane-based assumption in previous studies of CIM. For
example, Levin and Rey [5] assumed that turning move-
ments are circular lines with determined left-turn and right-
turn radius and formulated the conflict-point separation
algorithm at intersections based on the predefined move-
ment paths. Li et al. [8] utilized the planes instead of lines to
represent vehicle trajectories with the consideration of ve-
hicle sizes, where turning movements were still presented as
quarter-circles with determined radiuses. In the research of
Yu et al. [7], an intersection area was separated by a grid of
tiles where vehicle trajectories were determined and rep-
resented by different sets of tiles. +e trajectories of turning
vehicles were assumed to be elliptical arcs of predefined
radiuses to identify the occupied tiles and occupying time
durations. With the decentralized approach of CIM, Zhang
and Cassandras [13] used the turning radius of the circular
path linking the approaching and destination lane to cal-
culate the desirable times for vehicles’ making a turn, which
was provided for coordinated control of vehicles passing
through the intersection. With the lane-based assumption,
CAVs only need to design and implement one-dimensional
speed/acceleration profiles along the predefined paths
according to the received schedules.

However, the variation in vehicle turn paths is inevitable
even for CAVs in real-world implementation. In the cen-
tralized CIM, in addition to target lane selection which is
conducted by the IM, the controlling of CAVs through an
intersection mainly consists of two tasks: trajectory planning
and calculation and trajectory tracking and maneuvering.
For straight travelling vehicles, one-dimensional speed/ac-
celeration profiles are calculated and easy to track due to the
few variations in the geometric path. For turning vehicles,
however, the tasks are complicated since the geographical
trajectory planning and calculation should generate both
speed/acceleration and turning angle profiles, which needs
to determine the turning pattern and the turning radius first.
In this stage, the variety in vehicle sizes [21], planning al-
gorithms [22], intersection geometric property [23–25], and
desired turning speeds [21, 26, 27] directly leads to different
turning patterns and radiuses, referring to variation in both
vehicle position and speed trajectories. In the trajectory
tracking and maneuvering, the speed and turning angle are
required to be adjusted simultaneously. Diversity in the
control performance of different controllers and health
status of motor drive systems also cause errors or failures in
tracking planned turning trajectories in terms of geometric
path and turning speed. +erefore, even with assigned
passing schedules and target lanes, the actual turns may not
be made along circular arcs linking approaching and target
lanes or other predefined paths by the IM.

Due to the significance of predefined paths in conflicting
relationship determination and subsequent conflict sepa-
ration design and the inevitability of path divergence from
the predefined ones, it is questioned whether the feasibility
and viability of schedules and collision-free operation would
remain. +erefore, it is of great importance to investigate
two aspects: what effects the variation in turn paths has on
the schedules and how the safety and travelling efficiency of
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Figure 1: An exemplar scenario of CIM at a four-armed
intersection.
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the intersection could vary due to the path divergence. Since
the left-turn path is longer and has more conflict points, this
study concentrates on the variation in the left-turn path.

+e centralized CIM scheduling problem is usually
modelled as a mixed integer linear programming problem
(MILP), with the passing sequences of conflicting vehicles as
binary variables and arrival times at the intersection as
continuous variables [5–7]. In the model formulation, the
variations of turn paths are reflected in the model param-
eters. Hence, the primary trial is analysing the impact of the
variations on the solutions (passing schedules) by the sen-
sitivity analysis of the mathematical model. However, sen-
sitivity analysis in the integer programming is still not
mature due to the lack of optimality criteria, although it is
well developed in the linear programming. Dawande and
Hooker [28] developed a method of sensitivity analysis for
MILP derived from the idea of inference duality to obtain the
perturbations of parameters that reduce the optimal value by
nomore than a prespecified amount. Utilizing the inference-
based sensitivity analysis of MILP, Jia and Ierapetritou [29]
proposed an integrated framework to address the issue of
uncertainty in short-term scheduling problems of batch
plants. However, the inference-based sensitivity analysis is
not suitable for MILP problems in the CIM. +e reason is
that parameters in the corresponding MILP are derived and
calculated from real-world information (i.e., geometric data
of different turning paths). +ose parameters have no direct
physical meanings and are highly related to each other.
+erefore, the achieved perturbations in those parameters
from the inference-based sensitivity analysis are not useful
for the real-world analysis such as feasibility of passing
schedules. Besides, the inference-based sensitivity analysis
addresses the MILP solved using the branch-and-bound
methodology, making it difficult to be adopted due to
computational complexity with the rise in the number of
integer variables, which has a positive correlation with traffic
demand through the intersection.

Without appropriate mathematical tools, it is impossible
to investigate the variation issues in left-turn paths ana-
lytically.+erefore, we propose a scenario-based approach to
evaluate the effects of variation in left-turn paths on travel
efficiency and safety performance of CIM. Six typical left-

turn paths are selected from two main turning patterns of
different turning radius to be applied in the numerical tests.
+e scenario-based evaluation is conducted to assess the
optimality and robustness of schedules obtained by using
different left-turn paths as the nominal path. Based on the
evaluation result, schedules are determined using the best
path(s) and left-turning CAVs travel along the random left-
turn paths according to the scheduled arrival times and
desired speeds. Safety and travelling efficiency of the in-
tersection are then estimated based on the schedules and the
actual operation with path divergence, respectively, and
compared to assess the effects of the variation in left-turn
paths.

+is paper is organized as follows: the scheduling model
to optimize vehicle passing arrangements in the CIM is
briefly described and analysed in Section 2. Section 3 pro-
vides two simulation-based evaluation approaches for
analysing the variation in left-turn paths. Section 4 presents
the safety and efficiency analysis based on the CIM simu-
lation results. Conclusive comments are listed, and future
research directions are discussed in the last section.

2. CIM Scheduling Model

2.1. Original Model. In this paper, the mathematical model
used for vehicle passing schedule optimization in the CIM is
formulated based on the vehicle movement paths within the
intersection [5]. +e paths (denoted by ρ) are discretized by
critical points, and the critical points contain two parts: the
starting points (denoted by o) and ending points (denoted by
f ) of the allowed paths on the boundary of the conflict zone
and the conflict points (denoted by c) where conflicting
paths overlap. +e exemplar intersection is illustrated in
Figure 2, along with all movements, paths, and critical points
within the CZ.

+e objective to minimize the integrated passing time of
the intersection over all vehicles in one optimization hori-
zon, and other constraints in the MILP model are as follows:

z � min 
i∈Ω

piti(f), (1)

subject to

ti(c) + τi(c) − tj(c)≤ 1 − δij M,∀i, j ∈ Ω, c � ρi ∩ ρj, ρi ≠ ρj, (2)

tj(c) + τj(c) − ti(c)≤ δijM,∀i, j ∈ Ω, c � ρi ∩ ρj, ρi ≠ ρj, (3)

ti(o) + τi(o)≤ tj(o), ∀i, j ∈ Ω, o ∈ ρiρi � ρj, (4)

ti(f) + τi(f)≤ tj(f), ∀i, j ∈ Ω, f ∈ ρi, ρi � ρj, (5)

di(o, f)

Ui

≤ ti(f) − ti(o)≤
di(o, f)

Ui

,∀i ∈ Ω, o, f ∈ ρi, (6)
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ti(f) − ti(o)

di(o, f)
�

ti(c) − ti(o)

di(o, c)
,∀i ∈ Ω, o, f ∈ ρi, c � ρi ∩ ρj, ρi ≠ ρj, (7)

ti(o)≥max ti(B) + ei, hi ,∀i ∈ Ω, o ∈ ρi, (8)

ti(·)≥ 0,∀i ∈ Ω, (9)

δij � 0, 1{ }, ∀i, j ∈ Ω, ρi ≠ ρj, (10)

where Ω is the vehicle set consisting of all vehicles in one
optimization horizon and i and j are the indices of vehicles. ρ
represents any path illustrated in Figure 2. pi represents the
priority of vehicle passing sequences. ti(•) refers to the ar-
rival time at one critical point of vehicle i and • can be either
a starting point (o), an ending point (f ), or a conflict point (c)
of one path. τi(•) refers to the reservation time duration of
such a point for vehicle i, consisting of the encroachment

time of the point by vehicle i and the predefined clearance
time, as expressed by equation (11). di(o, •) is the distance
from the starting point to another critical point along path
ρi. ti(B) + ei denotes the earliest possible arrival time at the
CZ of vehicle i, where ti(B) is its arrival time at the buffer
zone and ei is the estimated shortest time travelling through
the BZ. δij is a binary variable indicating the passing se-
quence through the conflict point of vehicles i and j.

τi �
Li

ui

+ g �
Li ti(c) − ti(o)( 

di(o, c)
+ g,∀i ∈ Ω, o ∈ ρi, c � ρi ∩ ρj, ci ≠ cj, (11)

where Li denotes the distance that vehicle i entirely passes
through a point (i.e., c� ρi∩ρj) along path ρi. g represents the
minimum clearance time.+e detailed calculation process of
Li can be found in [5].

In general, equations (2) and (3) represent the deter-
mination of passing sequences at conflict point c. Specifi-
cally, when δij � 1, equation (2) works, while equation (3) is
inactive, indicating that vehicle i passes ahead of vehicle j

over point c. When δij � 0, equation (3) works, while
equation (2) is inactive, indicating the reverse passing se-
quence. Equations (4) and (5) constrain the car-following
behaviors of vehicles on the same path. +e upper and lower
speed boundaries of the intersection are expressed by
equation (6), and constant speed limitation within the
conflict zone is indicated by equation (7). Equation (8)
indicates the estimated earliest arrival time at the conflict
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Figure 2: A four-armed exemplar intersection.
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zone of vehicle i. Basic constraints of variables are expressed
by equations (9) and (10).

2.2. Reformulation. To clearly display the relationship be-
tween MILP parameters and factors at the real-world level,
we reformulate the original MILP (equations (1)–(10)). With
no priority of any vehicle, let us set pi � 1, ∀i ∈Ω. We take
xi � ti(f )–ti(o) and ti (short for ti(o)) as the continuous

variables. ti(c) is transformed to be the linear combination of
xi and ti based on equation (7). +erefore, the problem is
reformulated as

z � min 
i∈Ω

ti + xi( , (12)

subject to

−ti + tj − αic + βi( xi + αjcxj − Mδij ≥g − M,∀i, j ∈ Ω, c � ρi ∩ ρj, ρi ≠ ρj, (13)

ti − tj + αicxi − αjc + βj xj + Mδij ≥g, ∀i, j ∈ Ω, c � ρi ∩ ρj, ρi ≠ ρj, (14)

− 1 +
Li

L
  · ti + tj ≥ −

Li

L
· tj(B) + g,∀i, j ∈ Ω, ρi � ρj,

−ti + tj − 1 + βi  · xi + xj ≥g,∀i, j ∈ Ω, ρi � ρj,

(15)

xi ≥ τi ,∀i � 1, . . . , 7, (16)

−xi ≥ − τi,∀i � 1, . . . , 7, (17)

ti ≥ ci,∀i � 1, . . . , 7,

δij � 0, 1{ },∀i, j ∈ Ω, c � ρi ∩ ρj, ρi ≠ ρj,
(18)

where L is the length of the buffer zone,
αic � di(o, c)/di(o, f), βi � Li/di(o, f), τi � di(o, f)/Ui,
τi � di(o, f)/Ui, and ci � max ti(B) + ei, hi .

Equations (16) and (17), which are derived from equa-
tion (6), represent the upper and lower bounds of xi. Vehicle
passing arrangements through the CZ can be interpreted
from the variable values obtained by solving the MILP
problem. To be specific, the passing sequences are indicated
directly by values of δij, the arranged arrival times at the CZ
are achieved directly by values of ti, and vehicle cruise speeds
(vi) through the CZ can be calculated as follows:

vi �
di(o, f)

xi

,∀i ∈ Ω. (19)

2.3.Variation inLeft-TurnPaths. Turning pattern and radius
are two main features of a turn path. Left-turn patterns are
classified into two types: two-stage pattern (straight and
turning) and one-stage pattern (directly turning) to gen-
erally model the formation of path diversity [30]. Here, six
typical left-turn paths are selected to represent the variation
of left-turn paths, including three of the two-stage pattern
(Paths C1, C2, and C3 in Figure 3(a)) and three of the one-
stage pattern (Paths E1, E2, and E3 in Figure 3(b)), where w

and W refer to the width of a vehicle and a lane, respectively.
+e middle paths (Paths C2 and E2) are on the centerline of
lanes, while the external paths (Paths C1 and E1) and the
internal paths (Paths C3 and E3) are the paths where vehicles
travel along the boundaries of the lane. For each pattern, the

most common condition (travelling on the centerline) and
two extreme conditions (travelling laterally along the two
sides of the lane) are presented and considered in the study.
+e locations of related conflict points also vary with the
deviation of paths. +ese variations are mainly reflected by
the changes of di(o, •) and accordingly the changes in values
of parameters αic, βi, and τi in the MILP.

3. Simulation-Based Evaluation

3.1. A Scenario-BasedApproach. With the selected left-turn
paths, we propose a scenario-based approach to analyse
the efficiency and robustness of schedules solved from the
CIM model, to investigate whether a schedule obtained
with a predefined path can accommodate the variations in
actual paths and still holds valid. +e proposed scenario-
based approach (see Figure 4) comprises the following
steps:

Step 1. Six scenarios k (k� 1, 2, . . ., 6) are defined where
the typical left-turn paths (Paths C1, C2, C3, E1, E2, and
E3) are used as the nominal path, respectively, and the
corresponding parameter sets (αic, βi, and τi) of the
MILP problem are calculated with the geometry of
different left-turn paths under each scenario.

Step 2. An MILP problem is solved based on the
nominal values of the varying parameter set (αic, βi, and
τi) from the scenario k. A set of optimal fixed sequences
of vehicle passing through the CZ (δij) is obtained, and
the solution is denoted as Schedule k. +e objective
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value (zk) is recorded as the nominal performance
(znom) of this schedule.
Step 3. Using the optimal sequences of Schedule k in Step 2,
the MILP problem is relaxed to be LP problems using
parameter sets of alternative paths from all other scenarios l
(l≠ k). +e alternative schedules l and the optimized ob-
jective values (zl) are obtained by solving those LP problems.

Step 4. +e average performance and robustness metric
of Schedule k are calculated. To be specific, the average
performance of Schedule k (zavg) is calculated as
follows:

zavg �
zk + lzl

ptot
, (20)

C1

C2

C3

w/2 W/2

w/2

Stage 2
Turning

Stage 1
Straight

(a)

E1

E2

E3

w/2 W/2

w/2

Directly
turning

(b)

Figure 3: Typical left-turn paths. (a) Two-stage left-turn paths. (b) One-stage left-turn paths.
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Six nominal sets of αic, αjc, βi and τi,
ρi ∈le�-turning paths, c= ρi∩ρj

Physical level

Mathematical level

the k-th nominal sets 
of αic, αjc, βi and τi

A deterministic MILP 
problem

Optimal schedule→Schedule k
Optimal objective zk→znom

the l-th nominal sets of 
αic, αjc, βi and τi,, l ≠ k

Five relaxed LP 
problems Optimal objectives zl,, l ≠ k

zavg and SDavg of 
Schedule k

Schedule k

Step 1

Step 2-4

Figure 4: Procedure of the scenario-based approach.
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where ptot is the total number of scenarios. +e average
performance (zavg) is used to access the performance of
a schedule over the entire variation interval.

+e standard deviation (SD) is applied as the robustness
metric for Schedule k. Like Jia and Ierapetritou [29], the SD
is defined as

SDavg �

������������


k

zk − zavg 
2

ptot − 1( 




. (21)

As expressed by equation (12), the objective z is the
integration of all vehicles’ arranged arrival time (ti) at the
intersection and travelling time (xi) through the CZ in one
optimization horizon. Lower znom represents the earlier, and
lower zavg represents the earlier average integrated passing
time of vehicles over all scenarios with different left-turn
paths, indicating the higher travelling efficiency of the in-
tersection. Lower SDavg of a schedule represents less fluc-
tuation in the objective value under different left-turn paths.
With the same vehicle passing sequences, this presents how
close the passing arrangements (ti and xi) under different
scenarios are to each other, which indicates the robustness of
a schedule in terms of travelling efficiency. To evaluate the
effects of the variation in left-turn paths on CIM, simulations
are conducted under different traffic demand levels by the
scenario-based approach using the six typical paths men-
tioned above. To eliminate the impacts of vehicle arrival
times and vehicle numbers of different cases on the values of
schedule performance metrics, we utilize travel delay per
vehicle as the objective function of the MILP, which is
modified as

z′ �
1
s
min 

i∈Ω
ti + xi − ti(B) + ei +

di(o, f)

Ui

  ,∀i ∈ Ω,

(22)

where s is the total number of vehicles in Ω.
Nominal performance (z’nom), average performance

(z’avg), and robustness metric (SD’avg) of six schedules are
calculated to evaluate whether a schedule obtained by using a
certain path outperforms the others. +is selected path will
be used for further evaluation.

Note that higher SDavg values can indicate that the
arranged arrival times vary seriously of at least some ve-
hicles. +e lower values, however, cannot refer to the less
variation in the arranged arrival times of each vehicle.
+erefore, the PET-based approach is proposed and then
proposed to analyse the effects of path variation on indi-
vidual vehicles and conflicts.

3.2. A PET-Based Approach. As demonstrated in equations
(13) and (14), the potential conflict between two conflicting
vehicles is resolved by determining the passing sequence and
minimum clearance time of the conflict point based on the
predefined paths. +e path divergence between theoretical
ones in the CIM models and actual ones in the schedule
implementation would affect the actual locations and

clearance time of the conflict points, raising safety concerns
of failures in conflict separation, leading to collisions sub-
sequently. To evaluate the traffic collision risks considering
the variation in left-turn paths, Postencroachment Time
(PET) is utilized in this study. Peesapati, Hunter, and
Rodgers [31, 32] evaluated the effectiveness of PET as an
indicator of safety assessment and as a surrogate measure for
the propensity of crashes between left-turning vehicles and
opposing through vehicles at four-armed signalized
intersections.

As illustrated in Figure 5, PET is the difference between
the time when the first vehicle (veh i) ends encroachment
over the conflict point and the second vehicle (veh j) arrives
the point, representing the proximity of conflicting vehicles
to their actual crossing point and it has no requirement on
the collision course [33, 34]. Only two timestamps are re-
quired to compute PET, and it has a definite boundary to
differentiate a crash from a noncrash event. A PETvalue of 0
implies the occurrence of a collision, and the closer the value
of PET is to 0, the higher the conflict risk is. In this study, two
threshold values of PET play an important role in estab-
lishing its correlation with collisions as well as traffic safety.
In the CIM model, a minimum clearance time g is set to
ensure collision-free operation. +erefore, when the PET
between a pair of conflicting vehicles is lower than g, it is
considered as a serious conflict. +e other threshold is set to
filter out the nonconflict events from the analysis to elim-
inate the bias in the safety evaluation results [35], which
usually takes 3 seconds [36].

Further simulations are conducted under different traffic
demand levels where the schedules are obtained by using the
path selected by the scenario-based approach, and left-
turning vehicles are assumed to travel along one of the six
typical paths randomly. All potential conflict events in-
volving left-turning vehicles are collected, and two PETs are
captured for each event, including theoretical PETcalculated
based on the nominal path used in the model, denoted by
PETt, and actual PET calculated based on the actual travel
path, denoted by PETa. Here, a potential conflict event refers
to the event when two vehicles travelling on conflicting
movements occupy the CZ simultaneously. Two sets of PETs
will be compared and analysed to evaluate the effects of the
variation in left-turn paths on intersection safety and travel
efficiency.

4. Numerical Simulation and Result Analysis

Simulations are conducted in MATLAB R2021a, including
random vehicle arrival generation and CIM operation. +e
MILP model and the relaxed LP problems are formulated
and organized as the standard form in MATLAB, solved by
the build-in Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) solver in
GAMS [37].

In the simulations, the exemplar intersection is dead-
locked when the traffic demand exceeds 900 veh/h/lane, and
the vehicle arrives sparsely when the traffic demand falls
below 500 veh/h/lane, in which the effects of variations in the
left-turn path can hardly be identified clearly. As a result, the
traffic volume on straight movements is set from 500 to
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900 veh/h/lane with a 100 veh/h/lane step. Left-turn and
right-turn volumes are both set to be 20% of the straight
traffic volume. For each condition, the simulation runs for
150 minutes. +e minimum clearance time g is set to be 0.8
seconds, and the threshold to distinguish traffic conflict and
nonconflict events is 3 seconds.

4.1. Travelling Efficiency and Robustness with Different Left-
Turn Paths. +e CIM process is conducted in a rolling-
forward approach, and the indicators including nominal
performance (z’nom), average performance (z’avg), and ro-
bustness metric (SD’avg) are collected for each optimization
horizon. Table 1 demonstrates the average values of nominal
and average performance (z’nom and z’avg) of all cases under
each traffic demand level, where “Sched.” is short for
“Schedule.” +e SD’avg of six schedules under all traffic
demand levels are illustrated in Figure 6.

As listed in Table 1, Schedule 3 and Schedule 5 generally
have both higher nominal performances and average per-
formances (lower average delay per vehicle) than others
across all traffic demand levels, indicating higher travelling
efficiency of vehicle passing schedules. Considering the
SD’avg illustrated in Figure 6, Schedule 5 provides better
solutions than Schedule 3 in terms of robustness metric,
indicating better accommodation to the variation in left-
turn paths. +erefore, Path E2, as the nominal path, and the
corresponding parameters will be used when modelling the
CIM and formulating the MILP problem in the following
simulation.

Schedule 1 and Schedule 4 have obvious worse ro-
bustness than others, as shown in Figure 5. +e corre-
sponding left-turn paths are Path C1 and Path E1, which
have the largest turning radiuses among each turning pat-
tern. +e optimal schedules obtained with longer nominal
paths reserve more time for left-turning vehicles passing
through conflict points as well as the intersection, of which
the passing sequences are more likely not to be optimal for
scenarios with shorter nominal paths, leading to more

fluctuation in the average delay among different schedules.
On the other side, although the optimal schedules obtained
with shorter nominal paths reserve less time for left-turning
vehicles, the passing sequences may be still optimal for
scenarios with longer nominal paths since the clearance time
can be reduced as long as it satisfies the minimum clearance
time.

4.2. Safety and Travelling Efficiency with the Path Divergence.
In this section, PETt is calculated from schedules obtained by
using Path E2 as the nominal path. Figure 7 displays the
distribution of potential conflict events in terms of their
PETa values against the increases compared to their PETt.
Some serious conflicts are observed, of which PETa is lower
than the minimum clearance time. To eliminate the effects of
suboptimality of solutions from the solver, conflicts of which
PETa <0.8 and those of which PETt <0.8 are extracted and
compared in Table 2. Conflicts of which PETt <0.8 are caused
by the solver and its solving algorithms. +e obvious in-
creases in both the numbers of conflicts with PETa <0.8 and
their percentages across all traffic demand levels demon-
strate higher collision risk at the intersection when the
variation in the left-turn path exists but is not considered in
the scheduling.

Another interesting change is the increase in the non-
conflict events (PET >3) with rising traffic demand, as shown
in Table 2. With the increased traffic volume, more potential
conflicts involving the same vehicle need to be resolved
simultaneously in one optimization horizon, and the solu-
tion might lead to higher PET values of some potential
conflict events to ensure conflict separation for all vehicles.

After filtering out the nonconflict events, the distribu-
tions of conflicts under different traffic demand levels are
demonstrated in Figure 8 to depict the fluctuations in
conflict risk with the actual path divergence from the
nominal path.+e conflict numbers of which PETa decreases
compared to PETt clearly surpass those of which PETa in-
creases under each traffic demand level. +e overall effect of
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Figure 5: Traffic conflict diagram for PET.
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Table 1: Travelling efficiency performance of different nominal left-turn paths.

Traffic
demand
(veh/h/
lane)

Sched. 1 (Path C1) Sched. 2 (Path C2) Sched. 3 (Path C3) Sched. 4 (Path E1) Sched. 5 (Path E2) Sched. 6 (Path E3)

500 z’nom 0.488 0.487 0.481 0.487 0.485 0.484
z’avg 0.503 0.490 0.483 0.491 0.482 0.483

600 z’nom 0.653 0.652 0.651 0.653 0.652 0.658
z’avg 0.682 0.661 0.653 0.667 0.655 0.653

700 z’nom 0.871 0.877 0.876 0.874 0.878 0.879
z’avg 0.908 0.890 0.878 0.894 0.880 0.876

800 z’nom 1.090 1.096 1.092 1.093 1.093 1.103
z’avg 1.129 1.109 1.096 1.113 1.098 1.098

900 z’nom 1.924 1.928 1.927 1.927 1.929 1.941
z’avg 1.977 1.947 1.935 1.952 1.936 1.937
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Figure 6: Schedule robustness of different nominal left-turn paths. (a) 500 veh/h/lane. (b) 600 veh/h/lane. (c) 700 veh/h/lane. (d) 800 veh/h/
lane. (e) 900 veh/h/lane.
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actual path divergence on safety is negative since the de-
crease of PETa indicates the increase in conflict/collision
risk. Hence, the variations in the left-turn path should be
seriously considered in the scheduling to improve safety.

Apart from the safety issue, the travelling efficiency is
also jeopardized due to the path divergence. During CAVs
travelling across the intersection according to the schedules,
OBUs are also monitoring the movements of surrounding
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Figure 7: Relationships between PETa and PETa increase compared to PETt. (a) 500 veh/h/lane. (b) 600 veh/h/lane. (c) 700 veh/h/lane. (d)
800 veh/h/lane. (e) 900 veh/h/lane.
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Table 2: Conflicts of which PETt and PETa are beyond two thresholds.

+resholds 500 veh/h/lane 600 veh/h/lane 700 veh/h/lane 800 veh/h/lane 900 veh/h/lane

PETt <0.8 sec
Number 4 4 2 8 17
Percentage 0.74 0.53 0.19 0.56 1.00

PETa <0.8 sec
Number 9 10 13 27 29
Percentage 1.65 1.34 1.23 1.92 1.71

PETt >3 sec
Number 2 2 11 19 23
Percentage 0.37 0.27 1.04 1.34 1.35

PETa >3 sec
Number 2 2 11 16 26
Percentage 0.37 0.27 1.04 1.14 1.54
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Figure 8: Continued.
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vehicles and adjusting vehicle states to avoid collision. When
the actual PET is smaller than the theoretical one assumed by
the IM due to the path divergence, CAVs might take risk-
averse behaviors such as decelerating due to the increased
conflict risk, leading to the drop in travelling speed as well as
the intersection efficiency. When the actual PET is larger
than the theoretical one, however, CAVs usually follow the
schedules while maintaining their safety, and hence, trav-
elling efficiency would not increase. +e total delay increase
caused by the path divergence is estimated and demon-
strated in Table 3, as well as the intersection throughput
decline translated from the difference between PETa and
PETt. As observed, the delay increment and the throughput
decrement both increase with the increase in traffic demand,
indicating that the higher the traffic demand is, the larger
effect the path divergence has on the intersection operation
efficiency.

5. Conclusions and Future Directions

+e variations in left-turn paths are usually neglected in
previous research, which, however, might affect the safety
and efficiency of CIM implementation. We conducted the
initial study to analyse the effects by the simulation-based
evaluation, including two approaches: the scenario-based
approach of different left-turn paths and the PET-based
approach with path divergence. Six typical left-turn paths are
selected to represent the path variation interval, and the
corresponding parameter space of mathematical models is
discretized for simulations. In the former approach, the
average performance and robustness of schedules obtained

with different left-turn paths as nominal paths are evaluated
and based on these indicators, using Path E2 as the nominal
path is the best choice in terms of the optimality and ro-
bustness of solutions. On this basis, further simulation is
conducted with Path E2 as the nominal path, and PETs of
conflicts are calculated, respectively, with nominal path and
actual path to evaluate the effects of path divergence on
intersection safety and travelling efficiency. +e results show
that the number of serious conflicts increases significantly, as
well as the overall conflict risk and vehicle delay due to the
path divergence. +e safety and efficiency deteriorations
indicate that even with nominal path of highest robustness,
the variations in left-turn paths still needmore consideration
in the current CIM methods.

+e variation in vehicle paths might also affect the safety
and efficiency of traffic infrastructure operation where both
conflicting movements and turning movements exist, such
as the merging roadway scenario. +e CIM problem and the
merging control problem are very similar in nature, and
most of the approaches proposed for CIM can be easily
adapted for merging coordination. +e similar issue caused
by the variation in turning paths of on-ramp vehicles should
also be investigated, where the simulation-based evaluation
method proposed in this research can be applied.

Work in progress is to further develop the proposed
approach by modelling the continuous variation of vehicle
paths and paths of irregular graphics to better understand
the effects of real vehicle paths on the feasibility of current
CIM algorithms. Besides, efforts are also put into combining
vehicle collision-avoidance planning of actual turn paths and
CIM optimal schedules.
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Figure 8: Conflict risk changes due to left-turn path divergence. (a) 500 veh/h/lane. (b) 600 veh/h/lane. (c) 700 veh/h/lane. (d) 800 veh/h/
lane. (e) 900 veh/h/lane.

Table 3: Estimated delay increase due to left-turn path divergence.

Traffic demand (veh/h/lane) 500 600 700 800 900
Total increased delay (sec) 16.19 19.41 26.18 34.52 40.06
Decreased intersection throughput (veh/h) 31.66 45.54 71.67 108.01 141.02
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